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F O R E W O R D

The book you are about to experience has been written, drawn and

painted by children and young people, many of whom have been

involved in the youth justice system. What you will read and see

speaks for itself, better than any foreword could hope to achieve. This

book gives us a glimpse into many of these young people’s joys and

pains, longings and loathing’s in a way that is honest and touching

and without question immensely talented. I am, quite frankly,

honoured to be associated with this work of art and thank all those

who have been instrumental in making it happen; Sandra Bilsborrow,

Debbie Ball, Andy Winters, Jane Wignall, Neil McLoughlin, Naomi

Horlock, Jennifer Martinez plus the full support of North West

Lancashire Youth Offending Team, Lancashire Connexions, Lancaster

Farms YOI, Larches House School and funding from the Youth Justice

Board and most importantly all the children and young people who

have contributed. 

Catherine Witt
County Youth Justice
Services Manager
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Young people need models, not critics.
John Wooden

My life changing experience
One minute of madness, that’s all it took. Now my life will never be the same.
Things that come naturally in life, like a job, will be harder for me to get.
Rumours will be spread about me.
People that don’t know me will just think I’m a gangster wannabe.
And they should lock me away and throw away the key.
They will always look at me differently.
Only the people nearest to me know why I got into this situation.
And they just wish I’d handled it differently.
I don’t, I just wish I hadn’t taken it too far, but there is nothing I can do about it.
What is done is done and all I can do is just to plan and move forward
And not let my criminal record hold me back.
One minute I’m just enjoying myself, partying and going to school.
The next minute the riot squad are coming through my front door.
‘GET ON THE FLOOR’
I was stunned and shocked; I didn’t know what to do.
So I just dropped to my knees and got handcuffed.
The officers wouldn’t let my family come into the same room as me.
They stepped on my toes, put words in my mouth and treated me as if I wasn’t human.
That was the worst day of my life.
Every time I go for a job they knock me back because of my record. 
I will remember that day.
When people are staring at me and whispering, I will remember that day.
So that’s my own life changing moment.
Most people will talk about something like having a child or getting married.
But for me it’s this.
Wherever I go, my life will never be the same.
Because of this one minute of madness.

Abdul
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
On the 25th April 2006, Connexions and YOT held a joint event at

Worden Arts Centre in Leyland. It was called Opening Doors. The

events aims were to celebrate and share the success of work with

young people and partners. We wanted to give young people a

voice and promote positive attitudes towards them. The event aimed

to explore creative ways to work with partners and enable young

people to ‘open doors’ to employment, education and training. (ETE)

This book is intended to highlight the often hidden, creative talents of

young people who have offended or have been excluded from full

time  ETE. The Books title, stART, sums up the ethos of Lancashire’s

Connexions and YOT services, as well as the optimism of the staff who

work closely with these young people, and who have worked hard to

make this publication happen.

We want the young people who are reading this to start being

creative; to start being positive and to start to realise their full

potential. As you turn the pages you will see that there are a lot of

talented young people out there. They may have committed

offences; they may have been excluded from school; some may

have been imprisoned. However we all make mistakes and most of

us if given a chance can learn from them.   

Please read every page. Lap up every word, every image and every

scrap of information. Start being creative; start writing; start drawing;

start making films; start to read more; start to do new things; start

opening doors.

Andy Winters
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Sent down at Crown

Just bin to crown
Eight do four
And when I got sent down
In the sweatbox and off to jail
Yes you no we need no fail
When your ass is up for sale
Now I’m in my pad
And I’m getting mad
Feeling sad
But I am not glad

Arron
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Art is not thinking something up. It is the
opposite - getting something down.

Julia Cameron
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Here I Am Back In Jail

Here I am back in jail, ****in wounded I

didn’t get my bail,

But I’ll ride it out and do my time, an get my

parole in 09,

Jail is so easy to do, but it depends how it

comes to you,

Every day the same old thing, always

hoping and wishin’

That night you was out and bought that

gun,

Thought it all was a bit of fun, all you other

Boyz better run.

Then that morning you’re lying in bed, when

you wake up you are

Surrounded by Feds, screaming get on the

floor with your hands on your head.

You’re sat in a police cell hoping to get out,

An all them scum bags are running about.

Sat in the interview not knowing what to say,

Your solicitor says not guilty all the way.

So interview over but you still get charged,

Court in the morning but who’s ****in arsed,

Now I’m remanded, back in jail ****in

wounded I didn’t get bail

Anon
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Listen to
Everyone.
Ideas come
from
everywhere.
Tom Peters
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Why Bother
Some people offend just out of boredom
and others say that it is just to fit in with the
crowd but what really is the point of
offending?
I was just the same as this when I was
offending, I blamed the fact that I was
getting in trouble on my friends or anything
else but myself.  
Eventually, I ended up in the youth court
and now I have three convictions.
I was sentenced to attend a rehabilitation
programme at YOT where I had to go to
Fleetwood twice a week.  At first this was just
a waste of time, I thought, until eventually
things started to show me what was
happening to me.  YOT showed me people
who have been in the same situation as me
that have turned their lives around and
changed for the better, but it also showed
others that have not changed and carried
on committing crimes.  These people were
mostly in prison, but I decided that that isn’t
what I wanted.
I learnt to take responsibility for my own
actions instead of blaming everyone and
everything else.
I decided that I would change my life for
the better. That included my friends.
Different friends can make all the
difference.  Eventually, I was able to see
how these ‘so called’ friends of mine really
were and could see just how they were
going to turn out.  They haven’t changed,
they still get into trouble, the only difference
is that I don’t because I have changed.
Finally I can feel good about myself once
again and put all the trouble behind me. 
So the real truth is that there is no point to
offending, it doesn’t get you anywhere
except court or prison…….

So Why Bother?

A.B. Fleetwood YOT.
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I would tell young people
to start where they are
with what they are with
what they have and that
the secret of a big success
is starting with a small
success and dreaming

bigger and bigger dreams.
John H Johnson
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Night

I’ve missed you since that lousy day
You told me you were goin to
heaven
I cried myself to sleep each
night from the age of seven

But now I really understand 
That everyone has their turn
We all have to visit God 
Every boy and girl

There are more people just
like me
So I am writing this to tell
I know God and his friends 
Have sent you my angel

I’ve missed you since that lousy
day
But I know I’ll see you again 
Just wait until its my turn
Night Grandad see you in heaven

Chevon
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In the sweatbox
You’re weary
In the sweatbox
Plastic bucket seats
In the sweatbox
Keep your knees up
So you don’t move
In the sweatbox
Smell of sweaty people
Heat on your legs
In the sweatbox
In your own clothes
Til you get there
In the sweatbox
Thinking “It’s the last time”
Thinking “what’s going
to happen to me”
In the sweatbox

Liam, Abdul and Dean

In the Sweatbox
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To Gran

Sorry for the things I have done to hurt you,

Sorry for the pain I have put you through,

Sorry for the things I have stole,

My life is just one big hole!

Sorry for splitting our family apart,

I know that I have broke your heart!

There are so many things I would like to say,

Please let me explain Gran, I miss you so much,

Please just get in touch.

I’m sitting here thinking of the pain I’ve put you

through,

Thinking of how much I have hurt you, wishing

you could understand,

How much I’ve changed, you really will be

amazed….

I need to sort things out with you before it’s

too late,

Otherwise my life is one big waste….

All I know is, I need my Gran, even though she’s

not my fan,

I think of you every night,

Even though I’ve not done right,

I hope this poem makes you realise,

How much I love you and how much I care,

Because without my family around me, my life

is just bare!!

Jodie
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My life changing experience
In March 2004 I got out of Hindley Prison and I saw this girl from when I was at Primary school.  We used to
hang around with each other when we were at secondary school. Well we started seeing each other and
we never left each others side and one week later into our relationship she fell pregnant.  So I tried to change
my way of life as I was always in prison at that time.

So I did. I got a job and then we got our own home as we were living at her Mums.
Well she gave birth in February 2005. It was a baby girl and it felt like my life was complete.  Then four weeks
later she was pregnant again and in December we had another little girl.  It was the best thing that ever
happened to me.

Well as the months went by things started to go wrong for my partner and I.  I was drinking a lot of alcohol.
Then I started taking drugs and in July 2006 I had to leave as things were too much for me.

I was arrested in October for robbery and was remanded then got out on bail. I then did another robbery
and went on the run in Blackpool. The police caught up with me after four days and then I came back to
prison in November. 

I’ve just spoiled my life.  This time last year I had everything a person could wish for.  Now I’m stuck in a prison
cell with nothing and I’m lonely.
Prison is no life to live

Chris

The way to get started
is to quit talking and begin doing.

Walt Disney
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Open Doors
I cannot wait until the day
When I go home to stay
No more drugs and no more crime
No more prison and no more time

That day will come it won’t be long
Time to prove I can be strong
I promise I’ll have no doubt
So open the doors and let me out

Gareth
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Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.  Act as though it were
impossible to fail.
Dorothea Brandt
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Robbing

I woke up this morning,
And guilt came over me,
Usually I’d start to sing,
But I’m in the wrong you see.

I think about the harm I’ve caused, 
And I realised I shouldn’t of done it,
If only I had stopped and paused, 
And used my brain a little bit.

There’s one more thing I have to say,
So I don’t leave it til another day,
It is important that I apologise,
For all the harm and all the lies.

My robbing verse has come to an end,
I promise I will not re-offend.

Anon
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My life changing experience
When I was fourteen my life began to change.
I started to get in with the wrong crowd and started to drink and take drugs.
My mates and I thought this was good and that there was nothing wrong with it.

Then I went further and began to get into trouble with the police
For silly little things like burglary and stealing cars.
At the time I didn’t think nothing of it 
And we used to buzz off committing crime.

My life suddenly changed when I went one step too far.
I was sitting in my house getting ‘wrecked’ when my sister messed with my head.
What she told me that night changed my life forever.

I stormed out not thinking straight because of the drink 
And committed a crime. 
Now I wish I could turn back time.
I am now serving an eight stretch and I’ve got to come to terms with
What I’ve done and the people that I’ve hurt

In my cell I have to try and deal with this terrible thing on my own.
If I hadn’t listened and hadn’t drank I probably wouldn’t be sat where I am.
I’ve only got myself to blame.
And I’m the one who has to live with the shame.

Eddie

Don't limit yourself. Many people limit themselves to what they think they
can do. You can go as far as your mind lets you. What you believe,
remember, you can achieve.
Mary Kay Ash
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Being in Care

They say there is a reason,
They say I have no choice,
But still I sit there begging…
They just ignore my voice.

People see what’s on the
outside,
But its what’s on the inside that
counts,
I lie in bed alone every night,
And cry my heart out,
I wish I could go home,
But I feel I’m on my own, all
alone.

I have no one to speak to,
What have I done to you?
I lived somewhere, I was happy,
But I still get moved because of
money.

Sometimes I think my life is a mistake,
Because look at it, it’s all fake!
If I could prove to people what I’ve been
through,
They wouldn’t believe it because it sounds untrue!

Jodie
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Don't quack like a duck...
soar like an eagle.

Ken Blanchard
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Respect
yourself and
others will
respect
you.
Confucius



I Am
I am

A dull colour 
A loud bang

I am
Silent, violent

I am
The sound of dance
MC to trance
A gunshot

I am
A storm,
A hurricane

I am
Lightening,
Frightening

I am
The bright sun

I am
A remote control car
The fastest toy kids can have

I am
Boots, a what sort?
I said Rockport
Soles are lasting
Never collapsing
My soles are matching

I am
A vast reservoir
Deep and looking good

I am
Snow
It’s the only way I glow
To the streets I flow
It’s the way I go

I am

Arron, Eddie, Abdul and Liam 23
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Blackpool is...

Boring

Lonely

Amusements

Casinos

Krazy (!)

Pleasure Beach

Over the top

Offenders

Lights

Hollie
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R E C O N S T R U C T I N G  M Y  L I F E

People say it’s a sign of weakness if one asks for HELP.  They may believe their confidence or lack of maturity lets

them down.  But does it?  Telling the truth and being honest earns you Respect.  That’s why personally I have

had so much help to rehabilitate me back into the community.  The services here at Lancaster Farms provide

young people with opportunities and lots of encouragement.  We are able to show to the outside world that

many convicted and non-convicted prisoners can, with the right help, change.

When I was convicted, I never thought I would be able to achieve all the skills and qualifications that I have

today.  My attitude towards my victims and society has changed.  I am now sympathetic towards them and I

am a different person.  This is thanks to the E.T.S (Enhanced Thinking Skills course) and the many, many months

work with J.S.M.S (Juvenile Substance Misuse service).  I have now been directed on to a positive route in Life,

which I am going to take with both hands.

Upon release, many lads think of taking drugs, booze, seeing girls and even committing offences.  but me, I’m

concentrating on my family.  They need me but inside I know I need them a lot more.  Deep down inside me, if

I thought they despised me that much, not caring about my health or whereabouts, truthfully I wouldn’t be able

to write this if I thought this was true.

Life treated me fairly until around 1999. I was a happy lad growing up in a close family, nice home and meals

on the table every day.  But to a certain member of my family I was a lot more.  At the age of 10 I was bagging

up – preparing drugs to be sold.  From an early age I had watched this being done.  So one day I asked to help,

I jumped at it.  I was bagging up thousands of pounds worth of drugs every week.  In return I received a fiver.

At 11 I was smoking bud – Cannabis – and instead of a fiver, I would receive a couple of spliffs - Cannabis

cigarettes.  At 12-13 years old, I overdosed on Tamazipan and Methadone.  I was in a coma for 8 days and on

a Life- Support Machine.  My birth mother was asked to turn off the machine as I was unable to breathe for

myself and was given the last rites by our family Priest.  My birth mother was alone with me and thought she saw

my eye blink.  She appealed against having the machine switched off.  I was granted another 48 hours and

after 36, I woke up.  I was paralysed from the waist down with drips hanging out of my arms and groin.  The many

machines bleeping around me.  The only memory that I have to this day, is a local taxi number 488888 – strange

but true.
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Five days later, I was walking out of Bolton General Infirmary, no long term damage just a little sore.  At this time

I was living at my Nan's – whom I call and think of as Mum and will always will.  When I arrived home, I went

straight up to my bedroom where I found a bag of Drugs and used it.  I knew it was wrong.

At 13 years old my Mum – Nan – had a heart attack and died before the ambulance could arrive.  My sister

went to my birth Mother and I went to my uncle’s.  Four months later, I was homeless with a five hundred pound

per week drug habit and not a care in the world.  My birth mother made me attend a Rehab centre in

Prestwich, where I was clean for 7 weeks.  After being released I was back to my old ways within 2 days.

Since then I have been in 2 Secure Units, 2 Prisons, 1 Remand Centre, 7 Children’s Homes and 2 Rehab Centres.

All for the same reason – DRUGS.

Since January 2005 my system has been clear, so now I am feeling NORMAL.  I am out of Prison in 15 hours and

with the help of GOD, I will stay clear, well clear of the past.

I would like to thank Helen, my drug worker, who has provided me with the best help and support I could wish

for.  Also the Prison Officers, YOT, Social Services, Healthcare, Education, Industrial Cleaning, Connexions, Sova,

Project 360 – all these agencies have played a big part in my life and have helped me to get on my feet.

THANKS

GOD BLESS

Michael
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Anti-Social Behaviour Order
There is a law that keeps me free
From stealing cars and JCB’s
It keeps me from getting out of
control
Because I’ll never do as I’m told

What justice is there in my past?
Now I’ve found the best at last
The boyz in here are not like ladz
We haven’t all got lovin dads

Mums new boyfriend, hit and miss
Every night he’s on the piss
I wonder when he’ll go away
I think about that every day

I maybe went in my mums purse
But I admit that I‘ve done much
worse
Me and the boyz always in court
Always waiting for the next report
They tell us not to be that way
The order makes us anyway

My bird has helped me in some ways
She keeps me busy throughout my
days
There are some things that I regret
For all those times I was in Debt
But that was for my little pet

The ASBO is my answer then
But is it worth my time again?
Would I steal if people shared?
And showed me that they really
cared

So when I look at mum’s sore eyes
From all the times she has cried
But now I’m the one locked inside
Do they see a heart of stone?
Or is
It me
All alone?

By S.J.M 29
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Heads Down

Being in a cell with no-one who cares?
The banging of doors and rattling of chairs
There’s always a reason why we’re all in here
Stay clear of DRUGS as they are the KILLER

Michael
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The 12th of May
I never thought that when I went to Crown,
That the evil judge would send me down,
But on that horrid and dreadful day,
The laughing judge sent me away,
“This crime was appaling and that’s a fact,
Your offence that night was a horrible act,
You may be a nice girl underneath,
But on the outside you’re just a thief.
Don’t think I’ll clear you because of your tears,
I am sentencing you to do 3 years.”
I thought that I had gone insane,
These icy words went round my brain,
I turned to my partner in crime called Kelly,
And my legs were wobbling like a jelly.
I couldn’t believe what he had said,
Those words were swimming round my head,
And all I wanted was to be dead,
It was like a living hell,
I cried all night squashed in a cell,
Wishing and hoping I was free,
Out with all my friends and family,
That night I bore the biggest grudge,
Against that horrid laughing judge,
I was sad and completely distraught,
Sat in the cell till my mother was brought,
I could only talk to her through the plastic glass,
I wanted to give her a cuddle but I couldn’t even ask,
That night some escorts came and took me far away,
From my friends and family,
To my home where I’d have to stay for the next 3 years,
That night I cried a river of tears.
But with my barrister I made a deal,
That if I behave I could get my appeal,
And maybe one day soon I could be walking free,
Back with my friends and family.
But I will never forget that frightful day,
I will never forget the 12th of May.

Anon
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– Opportunity
– Perception
– Education
– Neighbourliness

– Delight
– Obligation
– Occupation
– Responsibility
– Satisfaction

Open Doors

O
P
E
N

D
O
O
R
S

Lee
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What is a Friend?
You’re always there for me when I’m

down,
You cheer me up when I’ve got a frown.

You’re the kind of friend people look for,
I can always come knocking on your door.

You’re there for me and my family,
You’d do anything for anybody.

I’m lucky to have you as a best friend,
You’re more like a sister,

I hope that bond will never end.

Jodie

You got to have a dream. If you Don't have a dream, how you
gonna have a dream come true?

from South Pacific
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School

I’ve enjoyed being at
Larches.
They’ve taught me a
lot
I’ve learned different
things
And never to shout,
‘WHAT’

Getting on with
teachers
Has been OK so far
I have found ways to
keep my temper
I really like to say, ‘Ta’

People listen when there’s
concern
Take time for me to bend
their ear
They taught me some skills
And that’s why I like it here

So now it’s time to say farewell
To staff and pupils at this school
It’s been such fun; I’ve had a ball
And even played a game of pool

Rosie
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Much education today is monumentally
ineffective. All too often we are giving young
people cut flowers when we should be teaching
them to grow their own plants.
W. Gardner
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In your pad

In your pad
You may hear lads
Smash their pads up

In your pad
You hear the ducks
And voices on Windermere

In your pad
No silence
At five in the morning

In your pad
You notice the bars
On your window

In your pad
Out the windows you see
Other wings, green, green grass

In your pad
Toothpaste, soap, prison issue roll-on

In your pad
Locked up like dogs in a kennel
You start to bark like dogs.

Arron, Eddie, Abdul
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O P E R A T I O N  K E E P

Using public art as a means of raising awareness

of crime without heightening the fear of crime. 

With thanks to Operation Keep, Cleveleys.
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On Tour
Looking forward to getting out
Always dreaming of getting out
Now I’m in, never getting out
Coming up for parole
Always thinking what to say
Sentence is getting longer by the day
Today’s the day I may get out
Everybody will always remember,
I’m a member of the Farms
Realising jail is not for me

Figuring out who I am, what I am
and where I am
Always forgetting what I done
Remembering I’ve done a bad sin
My life will begin when I’m on the out
Screaming and shouting ‘I’m free again!’

Eddie and Arron
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A Rhyme about Crime

Many months ago,
My life hit a low,

I showed my other side
Even though I tried,

To keep it bottled in,
It all came out and caused a din.

I met some new friends,
With different styles and trends,
They made me dress like them,
So we sat in our little den.

We did things bad,
It made me feel sad,
Because I knew it was wrong,
We did it for so long.

Until it hit the time,
Our wrongs turned into crime,

So to stop me doing time,
I stopped committing crime.

I have turned my life around,
And now I have found,

There’s a brighter side to me,
That now I can see.

Anon

When curiosity is alive, we are attracted to many things;
we discover many worlds.
Eric Booth
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Blackpool

Here’s a little story about Blackpool
A lot of my mates bunk off school
They’re either at home or playing pool

And 50% of young people are not going to school
One half of young people are acting cool
The second half are being stupid and acting the fool

Young people stop crime and just calm down
Just stop being stupid and don’t be a clown

Young people go and get a job
And stop being a slob
Don’t just sit there like a corn on the cob

Just think about what you’re doing with your life
And don’t mess about with the petty little knife
Just sort yourself out and get a life

Hollie
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Love what do I know?
When the sun hits her face
and I watch her face glow
she’s tellin’ me she wants me 
To go with the flow
everything I had, I let go
She’s a pro

Too many times have I tried
she’s lookin’ thru me like I’ve
Just died ………..
Am I a ghost wiv out a bride
I wanna run and hide.

She’s a devil in disguise
wiv dem pretty brown eyes
wiv dem dirty down lies
all the horrible goodbyes

She’s tearing me apart
she’s rippin out ma heart
But I knew from da start
she’s a tart

Young teen love, got gory
dis ain’t no fairy tale story
relationships bore me
she’s left ma heart all
stormy…

Nick

Love
what do I know?
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I am a babysitter
I love to sit and chatter
When the kids are all asleep
I go in and have a peep
And look at them sleeping
soundly
And I smile so proudly
The sweet little things
I will miss
When I go home
I will give them a kiss

Terri

Babysitter
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Believe in Yourself

Think of all the things you’ve done in life,
Don’t get angry and hold up a knife,

Believe in yourself and see what you
are,

Then think of yourself as a shooting
star.

When you’re feeling low and
down,
Be positive there’s no need to
frown,
Think of your future don’t think
of your past,
Keep strong and make your
happiness last.

Times may be hard but there are
good ones ahead,

Remember your dreams as you lay
in bed,

Please don’t despair when you’re
feeling blue,

Out there somewhere an angel is
watching over you.

Anon

It's never too late
to be who you might have been.

George Elliot
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Art does not solve problems but makes us aware of
their existence.  It opens our eyes and our brain to
imagine.
Magdelana Abakanowicz
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Visualise what you
want to do before you
do it.  Visualisation is
so powerful that when
you know what you
want, you will get it
Audrey Flack
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Lonely
Wherever you go
Whatever you do
Your problems will always come behind, following you
Sometimes we say things we don’t mean
It may be something to do with being a teen
We all get down and we all shout
But we never really mean to fall out
There are some kids that have bad lives
There are some men that don’t have wives
But if you’re not in care
And your life is still bare
Just remember you’re not alone
Because you’re with you’re family at home
If I was at home I would appreciate it
Because I would know I’m not on my own

Jodie
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This book was produced by Lancashire Connexions and the Youth Offending Teams of

Preston, Hyndburn, Fylde and Wyre, Chorley, Burnley, Lancaster, Blackpool and Blackburn.  We

would also like to thank Lancaster Farms YOI , Larches House School and Prescap, for their

co-operation.  Above all we would like to thank each and every one of the young people

who have contributed to this publication, some have chosen to remain anonymous and some

have chosen to use their first names. All the team that have worked on this project are proud

to be associated with such a talented group of young people. If you would like to get involved

in a creative project please contact your nearest Connexions Office or if you are known to the

Youth Offending Team, then please contact your YOT Office.

www.lancashire.gov.uk/education/youth_offending/index.asp

www.lancashire.gov.uk

www.whatnow.co.uk
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ou are in control of your

wn actions and it’s up to you to chose what you want to do in life

are in control of your own behaviour – it has to be the way you want it to be

ry hard in everything you do or you’ll get nowhere otherwise

ave faith in whatever you do – just do your best

Words Of Advice

Hollie
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